PHY W3003: Final Examination
May 8, 2015
Please answer all questions, and show your work as partial credit will be given.
You may bring to the exam one sheet (both sides) of paper. Use of calculators or other
electronic devices is not allowed during the examination. Where numerical answers are
requested, answers to one significant figure are acceptable.
1 (20 points) An undamped oscillator of mass m and natural frequency ω0 is initially at rest
at its equilibrium position x = 0. For times t ≥ 0 it is subject to a force F (t) = f0 e−kt with
f0 and k positive real constants.
(a) (5 points) Please write the equation of motion of the oscillator for times t > 0.
(b) (5 points) Please give the most general solution of the equation of motion for times
t > 0.
(c) (5 points) Using the initial conditions please find the motion x(t) for all t > 0 in
terms of ω0 , f0 and k.
(d) (5 points) As time t → ∞ the energy of the oscillator approaches a constant value
E∞ . Please find E∞ .
2 (20 points) Two masses and two springs are constrained to move along a
massless rod which is externally driven to rotate
with angular velocity ω about a fixed point on a
horizontal surface, as shown in the Figure. To be
specific, one mass is connected to the origin by a
spring of force constant k and to the other mass by
a spring also of force constant k. The other mass
is connected to the first mass, by a spring of force
constant k. The equilibrium length of each spring is
a and the mass of each particle is m.
(a) (10 points) Choose as generalized coordinates
the radial distances r1,2 of particles 1 and 2 from the
origin. Find the Lagrangian L(r1 , ṙ1 , r2 , ṙ2 , t).
(b) (10 points) Find the equilibrium extensions of the springs, as a function of ω.
3 A particle of mass m moves in two dimensions subject to the potential
r2
r2 + b2
which depends only on the radial distance of the particle from an origin.
(a) (5 points) Sketch the potential energy
Suppose that the particle has angular momentum Lz measured about an axis passing
through the origin and perpendicular to the plane of motion.
(b) (10 points) What is the largest Lz for which a stable circular orbit is possible?
(c) (5 points) For Lz less than the value you found in (b) sketch the phase space orbits
in the r, ṙ plane, indicating the bound, unbound and separatrix orbits (if any), and give the
energy of the separatrices (if any).
U (r) = U0 ln
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4 (20 points) Consider four points of equal mass m lying in the x-y plane at
positions (a, a, 0), (−b, b, 0), (−a, −a, 0) and (b, −b, 0) and
connected to the origin by rigid massless rods fixed at right
(-b,b,0)
angles to each other.
(a) (5 points) If b = 2a please find the 3×3 inertia tensor
(a,a,0)
describing rotations about axes passing through the origin,
using the (x, y, z) coordinate system given in the figure and
expressing your answer in terms of m and a.
(b) (5 points) Please find the principle axes and moments of inertia.
(b,-b,0)
(c) (5 points) Now suppose the object is rotating about
(a,a,0)
an axis passing through the origin, with angular momen~ whose components (in the coordinate system above)
tum L
are Lx = L, Ly = L, Lz = 0. Please find the the 3 × 3
inertia tensor describing rotations about axes passing through the origin, using the (x, y, z)
coordinate system given in (a) and expressing your answer in terms of m and a. Note that
I am asking you to find the components of the inertia tensor in the space frame.
(d) (5 points) While rotating as in (c), b is instantaneously decreased from b = 2a to
b = a/2. Please find the angular velocity vector immediately after the change. Please also
state whether the subsequent motion is stable (meaning that if the angular momentum
is slightly changed, the angular velocity will remain close to the value you just found, or
whether the object will start to tumble randomly).
5 (20 points) Three particles of mass m slide without friction on a parabolic track z =
with b a length and are subject to the force of gravity −mgẑ. Adjacent particles are
coupled by springs of spring constant k and equilibrium length a.
Assume for simplicity that the spring energy depends only
on the differences between x coordinates, e.g. V12 =
z
2
k
2 (x2 − x1 − a) .
(a) (5 points) Please write the Lagrangian of the system,
3
1
using as generalized coordinates the x positions of the three
particles.
2
(b) (5 points) Please write the equations that determine
x1 x2
x3 x
the configuration of minimum energy and solve them (hint:
on physical grounds we expect this configuration is symmetric about x = 0)
(c) (5 points) Please find the Lagrangian that describes small oscillations about the
configuration that minimizes the energy.
(d) (5 points) Is the “uniform motion” configuration in which all three particles move
back and forth together without changing their relative positions a normal mode? Give a
yes or no answer and a mathematical argument which justifies your answer.
x2 /2b

